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Story on Page 12

Pay changes Educational games
to appear on
Feb. 29 check
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor
Salmy changes for phase one of
the new University Professionals of
illinois contract should be seen on
the Feb. 29 paycheck, Director of
Human Resources Chuck Phillips
said.
After months of negotiations
Eastern's Board of Tmstees
approved a new three yem· contract
for Eastern's chapter of UPI on
Feb. 2.
The new UPI contract consists
of a 7.1 percent increase for faculty members, UPI chief negotiator
David Radavich said.
"Some people will receive additional merit increases," Radavich
said.
Phillips said phase one changes
would consist of discretiona1y
salmy increases only and would
appem· on the Feb. 29 pay cycle.
He said phase tv.ro would consist of all increases included in the
contract and would appem· on the
Mm·ch 3 1 pay cycle.
"We know (UPI members) m·e
anxiously awaiting their sala1y

increases and that the president has
requested that we implement
increases as quickly as possible,"
Phillips said. "Because the payroll
system is not designed to process
all of the new changes in a single
pay cycle, salmy increases will be
delivered in two phases."
Discretionary increases that
will be included are promotions,
professional
advancement
increases and achievement and
contribution awards for unit A, or
tenure, tenure track faculty and
for unit B faculty members there
are merit increases, Perfonnance
Based Increases, for academic
suppmt professionals, and degree
completion increases, for annually contracted faculty, Radavich
said.
Phillips said previously each
faculty member's contract had to
be changed manually and that
many faculty members had more
than one contract which lengthens
the change process.
"You can't j ust flip a switch and
this happens," Phillips said. "There
is an enmmous mnount of processing that has to take place."

Study abroad can
enhance education
y Amanda Martinez
Staff writer
Mmy Elizabeth Brett attends the
University of Glamorgan in Wales
and is also a fourth-yem· law student who crone to Chm'leston to do
an internship with the Coles
County public defender.
She did independent study and
completed six hours of classes during the fall semester. She was also
in the United States for the fall
semester and returned to Wales at
the end of the semester. She is to
graduate in May in Wales .
·~erica has been good and I
have enjoyed being here," Brett
said.
Brett is a foreign exchange student fi:om Ireland getting the experience of being in another countly.
Several hundred Eastern students
have the same opportunity to study
abroad eve1y yem·.
Students interested in studying
abroad can receive an application in
the International Studies office,
complete the fonn and then return it
to the office. Students have an
excellent chance of going to any

,, ______

America has been good and
I have enjoyed being here.
Mary Elizabeth Brett,
international student

''

countly they wish to choose from.
It is suggested that college students wait until their junior year to
apply to go abroad but is not suggested that students apply their
senior yem·, said Kathy Ford
Intemational Studies adviser.
Junior year is when most students are mostly finished with their
core classes, and m·e beginning to
concentrate on their major.
Students must have a grade point
average no lower than 2.75 or 2.5.
In addition, they must not be on
academic or disciplinmy probation
of any kind.
See STUDY Page 2

Sara Figiel / assoc. photo editor
James Russell, instructor of News Writing I, passes out Scrabble letter holder-trays to his students during
class on Thursday. Russell uses the trays for a fun and alternative way to help studnets with their news writing vocabulary.

Teacher encourages students to follow their dreams
By Julie Bartlow
Campus editor
To Jmnes Russell, teaching at Eastem simply
doesn't mean coming to class and running through
the day's lesson plan. To him, teaching means having the opportunity to encourage his students to follow their dreams and better themselves at what they
want to become.
Russell, instructor of News Writing I and managing editor of The Times Press newspaper in
Streat01~ began teaching in the journalism depmtment this semester.
"This is the first time I've ever taught," he said.
"I decided to do it because I've knov.rn a Gournalism professor for 6 yem·s) who teaches here and we
thought it would be a nice thing for me to teach.
We also talked about things to encourage scholastic journalism, so here I am."
Russell, who graduated at Kent State University
in Ohio, said the journalism profession desperately
needs people who have a burning desire to write
and who love what they do.
"We really need more people who have a passion for writing. It's up to (the students) to keep
(the desire) bwning and we need more people like

M
weekly series featuring a person on campus or in city

that," he said.
Before making his profession in jownalism,
Russell said he had thoughts of pW'suing a cm·eer in
music or in architectW'e.
"(Being a journalist) caiUe about (as) an accident, he said. "At my university, when I was 18, I
was a wimess to the shootings of Kent State. To be
in the middle of such an incident was remarkable.
One of the students who was shot shared the same
naiUe I had, so a lot of attention was brought on to
me, this is how I first began to take interest in (news
and media)."
Russell said he began experimenting with news
writing when he and a few fi:iends decided to publish a "sort of alternative paper" at their university.
"We played m·ound with this paper that was
naiUed The Moulton Muckraker, he said. "It was
See GAMES Page 2
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EAST ST. LOUIS, (AP) - Two
women whose bodies were fmmd in
a weedy field last week were
acquaintances and may have died of
dmg overdoses, police say.
Authorities used a note found in
one of the women's pockets to track
down her identity Saturday. The
niece of Yvette M. House, 33, of
East St. Louis was mentioned in the
note, and her mother called police.
The body of 33-year-old
Seriece Johnson was identified

earlier in the week.
The bodies of both women were
discovered Wednesday about 50
feet fi:om each other. fuvestigators
discovered Johnson's nude body
inside a plastic bag soon after a railyard worker repmted fmding
House's body.
The women were prostitutes and
dmg abusers who worked in the
same pmt of East St. Louis, police
said.
Granite City Capt. Rich

Games
from Page 1
just an independent (magazine) that we did for
fun. The name came fi·om the donn in which I
lived, Moulton Hall."
Russell, a widower and father of two childr·en, aged 12 and 16, said the death of his wife
in 1995 taught and showed him many things he
never knew about himself.
" ill her long illness (breast cancer) I became
her pmtner in cm·e taking and this allowed us to
close out things m·ound us," he said.

Study
from Page 1
Some countries have travel
sanctions to ensure that students
will be as safe as possible when
traveling, said Kathy Ford,
International Studies adviser.
On average, 10 students travel
for an entire semester to other
countries to do their studies and
schooling. Depending on what the
students are studying, the abroad
course will determine what country they will go to.
For instance, this summer students who are studying psychology will tr·a:vel to the Netherlands.
Around 100 to 200 students m·e to
participate in the short-term program, Ford said.
The program is based on a oneto-one exchange which means an
American university will send one
student to a foreign country. The
foreign countty in retum will send
a student to the United States,
Ford said.
Most credits that students
receive are transferable, she said.
To ensure Eastern will accept
the credits students eam overseas,
they will receive a. transfer sheet
before they leave, Ford said.
Students must take these tr·ansfer
sheets to the department for which
they hope to attain these credits.
Then the students m·e to go over
what will be accepted and what

Schm·dan, deputy conunander of the
Major Case Squad of the Greater St.
Louis Area, said police m·e investigating the deaths as homicides and
believe they m·e linked.
But he also said the women may
have died of drug overdoses and
were dumped in the field so no one
could trace their drug dealers.
Several women in the area. have
told investigators they became sick
recently after smoking some type of
drug, Schardan said.

Russell, who is now engaged, said when he
realized how much time he had left with his
wife, he knew he had to make the most of it.
" (My wife and I) went out and this allowed us
to round out our relationship and v.•rite the ending chapters in the book," he said.
Wmning the sweepstakes awm·ds of jownalism in 1991 and 1993, was one of the greatest
achievements for Russell.
"The awm·d is a trophy given to the best of the
best newspaper," he said. "Ow· paper won and it
really gave me a. sense that I had accomplished
something ... and here it really shows."
Russell said another wonderful achievement
for him is seeing jownalists who m·e hired fi:om

will not be accepted when they
return from their trip.
If there is a problem, Eastem
has a consortiwn agreement which
means if a student wants to study a.
program that is not offered by
Eastem, he or she can study
abroad via. another university,
including the University of Illinois
or
Butler
University
m
Indianapolis, Ford said.
Students can also do study
abroad through Consort Travel or
Intemational Studies Education
Program, Ford said. In rare
instances, students can go tlu·ough
a private company or an educational tour.
"Students have never had too
much trouble getting into the
program that they wanted," Ford
said.
Students have the option of
traveling, tlu·ough Eastern, to
countries such as Belgium,
Mexico, Netherlands, the United
Kingdom and Sweden.
Students enjoy the experience
of studying abroad, not necessarily for the array of classes
offered, but for the experience of
being in a foreign country while
learning and interacting with
natives, Ford said.
If the thought of spending an
entire semester in another country does not appeal to a student,
they can apply for short-term trip
abroad. This sullllller short-term
trips include Spain, China., the
Netherlands, Africa and Costa

Toxicology repor1s m·e pending,
he said.

Correction
A skybox in Friday's edition of
The Dai~y Eastern NelVs incon-ectly stated Bob Zordani's involvement with the Chm·leston Sound
Machine. Zordani joined the group
after other members had ah"eady
fonned the group. The Ne-.vs
regrets the error.

his paper move on to something bigger and better. It makes him "vety proud," he said.
Every day can be difficult as managing editor
of a daily newspaper, Russell said.
"The most challenging thing is to establish
expectations for you and your staff and to maintain and eventually raise those goals one step
higher," he said.
With raising two daughters and maintaining
his position at The Tlmes Press , Russell still
manages to find time to drive tv.•o and a half
hours every Tuesday and Thursday to teach his
class at Eastem.
"I don't consider it a chore to be here," he
said. "I consider it a pleasw·e."

,, _________________________

Students have never has too much trouble getting into the
program that they wanted.
Kathy Ford,
International Studied adviser

Rica, Ford said. These programs
begin in May and end in June and
are tlu·ee weeks long.
If students decide during their
short-term stay, that they do not
want to return to the United
States and continue their studies,
the university will help them
extend their stay, Ford said.
It sounds like an expensive
investment but actually students
do not pay much more than they
would if they were going to study
at Eastern, Ford said. The students pay housing and tuition
and also for travel expenses. The
student coming to the United
States in their place pays the cost
over in their own country, Ford
said.
The International Studies
office helps students get hooked
up with a good travel agency to
help them get a good deal, she
said.
Christy Shilling, a junior at
Eastern, tr·aveled to University of
Glamorgan in Wales this spring.
She left in January and will finish
studying in May.
"Students who want to study
abroad must be proactive,"

''

Shilling said. "They cannot sit
back and wait for the International
Studies office to help them out."
Students who are studying
abroad do not really know what
exactly they will be doing once
they m·e in the country, Shilling
said. Students will find out where
they will live and what classes
they are taking once they get to
their destination.
Allison Henderson, from the
University of Gamorgan, is taking
a 15-hour load at Eastern and her
credits should transfer to the
University
of
Glamorgan,
Henderson said.
Since she is studying American
business and has to complete her
compulsory, Henderson was going
to ha:ve to study a year in America,
so she was happy that she has gotten to do the one-to-one exchange,
Henderson said.
"I ha:ve enjoyed America and
benefited from it," Henderson
said.
Brett, Henderson and their
roommate Clair Rebmann, also of
Wales, all reside in University
Cowt, in what they all agree is a
great apartment.

By fax: (217) 581-2923
By mail:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
By e-mail:

Summer Positions Available
AT EIU THIS SUMMER!

(Located across from the Union on 7th Street)

cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu
culki@pen.eiu.edu

em. $1500 cr :nore

' free t·oorr1 31.~ board

cualt2@pen.eiu.edu

improve your tesurne

cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

Editorial page editor Geneva White
cuglw1@pen.eiu.edu

Sports editor Kyle Bauer

h,we fun!

;uake new friends

cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu

Verge editor Sean Stangland
cusds@pen.eiu.edu

Photo editor Mandy Marshall
cuakm5@pen.eiu.edu

~Now Leasing fOr FALL

2, & 3 Bedrm • Central AC
Furnished Units • Balconies
• Free Parking
• Laundry
• Free Trash
• Dishwashers
•

News editor Amy Thon
Associate news editor Nicole Meinheit

Tb.e only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER OR A CONFERENCE ASSISTANT

Editor in chief Meghan McMahon
Managing editor Laura Irvine

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE 0FAC£S OF ORIENTATION, UNIVERSITY HOUSING
AND DINING SERVICES, STUDENT LIFE OR ANY OF THE RESIDENCE HALL FRONT DESKS

FEB. 16. FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT CA POSITIONS, COI'ITACT STEFANIE
BoLLING AT 581·7482 FOR OL POSITIONS, CONTACT JEN POU<OWAT 581·6435.

FROM JAN 24TH -

Open House
, 4-6pm Feb 7th
Look for
Park Place at EIU's
housing fair

LIMITED
2&3Bed·
room Apartments Left
Act Fast!!
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Open mic night draws crowds to Campus Perk
Thursday night hangout offers bar alternative
By Kelly Rush
Student government editor

Sara Figiel / Associate photo editor
Heather Steffen, a sophomore psychology major, sings as AI Dertz a junior history major, plays the
guitar Thursday night in Thomas Hall. The two were participating in Open Mic night which lasted
from 10 p.m. to midnight. There were 147 people who showed up on Thursday.

It wasn 't always this crowded at campus
perk, Thomas Hall's Thursday night bar
altemative.
But that was before open mic night was
added to the venue from 10 p .m. to midnight. The idea for open mic night was first
proposed by AI Dettz, University Board
productions coordinator, who has played in
such bands as Baked Alaska and Mandril, a
Chicago based melodic death metal band.
Dettz got the idea for open mic night
from the Station, a bar on the Square in
Charleston, which had a similar program.
" Last semester, I thought there should
be an open mic night on campus so people
under 21 still had something to do." Dettz
said. "People (who are 21) who don't feel
like going out to the bars and drinking can
come here for nothing."
Open mic night is in the basement of
Thomas Hall and comes complete w ith
crowd, stage, microphone and other various musical equipment supplied by Dettz
which a perfonner might find useful.
Open mic night started the beginning of
this semester amidst what Dett z tenned
"red tape," and has been going strong ever
smce.
"There were 147 people here last w eek,
we ran out of time for people to play, and
there are even more this week," Dettz said.
Campus Perk w as originally started tv.ro
years ago, by a committee that included
Katie Fitzgerald and Stacy !tw in, and
along w ith the help of Residence Hall
Association, campus perk was bom. Dan
Bledsaw, who j oined the committee last
year is responsible for advettising, which
includes hanging signs around campus,
word of mouth and advettising in the

paper.
It was originally open evety Thursday
night from 8 p .m to midnight. People could
come to study, talk, play board games and
generally socialize, Dertz said.
Statting the beginning of this semester,
Campus Perk w as expanded to include an
open mic for people to perform evetything
from poetty to songs to impersonations of
famous people .
Itt addition to entettainment, a snack bar
is also available, and is tun by volunteers.
"You can come here and meet a whole
ton of people, and get all the free coffee
and snacks you w ant," said Stacey
Fuhnnann, volunteer worker.
One of the original reasons RHA sponsored Campus Perk was to offer students
an altemative to the bars.
Audience member Kendra Minton said
she liked campus perk because there 's not
much else to do at Eastem except go to the
bars.
"This show s that Eastem can actually
do something attistic," Minton said.
Minton said that next time, she may
possibly play a song by Tori Amos called
"Me and a Gun."
"They 're a good crowd, I wouldn't be
nervous," Minton said.
Not true of Mark Davenport, who
played the Bob Dylan song " Like a Rolling
Stone" accompanied on guitar by Phillip
Edw ard Manning, earlier in the evening.
"I couldn't look at anyone in the audience, it was intimidating as hell, but they
were totally cool," Davenport said.
Although campus perk is only open
Thursday nights, it will soon be adding
Mondays to the program. Starting Feb. 21 ,
campus perk will be open from 9 p .m. to
midnight in addition to Thursday nights
from 8 to midnight.

Illinois State Supreme Corut Suspect attended
will rule on Drum evidence crime meetings
By Julius Sexton

that the transcripts could not be
used in the case and an appellate
court upheld Waller's ruling.
Ferguson then appealed the matter to the Illinois State Supreme
court which sent w ord to Drum's
attomey Wednesday that they
would consider the matter.
Neither Ryan nor Ferguson
know exactly when the Illinois
State Supreme Court will hear
the case.
" It usually takes the comts
nine months to hear a case," said
Steve Ryan, Drum's attomey.
The comt did not give a reason for hearing the case. At this
point all Ferguson and Ryan have
received are three line statements
saying the court will rule on the
case.
Since this will further delay
Drum's trial, Ryan w ill petition
the court for a third time to
release Drum with out bail.

City editor
The attomey for a man facing
murder charges w ill ask the
judge to release his client from
jail while the Illinois Supreme
Court decides an evidence ruling.
Charles Drum has been in jail
since he w as arrested in Januaty
1997. He was the second of three
men charged with the 1997 beating death of Shane Ellison.
Also charged w ere Thomas
Drum and Marcus Douglas, who
w ere both convicted of their
roles in Ellison's death and have
refused to testify since their convictions. Steve Ferguson, Coles
County State's Attomey, w ants
their testimony, either in person
or through the transcripts,
because they are the only eye
witnesses to Ellison's killing.
Judge Ashton Waller ruled

... =-

Steve Ferguson
Coles County States Attorney

''

Previously Ferguson argued
that Drum is a flight risk and that
his release would put people in
the Charleston community in
substantial danger.
"We would ask the court to
uphold their original ruling
(regarding Drum's release),"
Ferguson said.
When Waller issued his last
ruling requiring Drum remain in
jail, Waller said Drum's confinement could not continue indefinitely.

ing my meetings, clapping when I
walked in," police Commander
Frank Trigg told a community group
last week.
Crav.rford, 37, was at1-ested aftet·
DNA evidence linked him to seven
killings in the Englev.rood and adjacent New City neighborhoods dating
back to 1993 and was chatged Jan.
30 with ten counts of murder aftet·
confessing to those killings and three
mot-e, police said.
Police also have revealed that
Crawford's mother provided key
DNA evidence that linked him to the
killings.
Crav.rford refused to provide a
saliva satnple last swrunet· when he
was questioned as a suspect along
with dozens of othet· men. But his
mother gave police a srunple of het·
saliva, which showed that someone
in het· fatnily was likely the killer, the
Chicago Sun-Times t-epotted, citing
unidentified sources.

....
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We would ask the court to
uphold their original ruling
(regarding Drum's release).

CHICAGO (AP) - The man
charged with 10 killings in two
South Side neighborhoods over the
past seven years attended at least one
community meeting last year in
which police discussed their search
for a serial killet~ an aldemmn and
police officials said.
Andre Crawford appeared at a
meeting of about 300 people last
July, said Alderman Shirley
Coleman. He also was signed up as a
volunteer for a program in which
men escott children through their
tough neighbothood to school, she
said.
"It's scaty this man was able to be
among the community and society
for as long as he was, to be a patt of
the vety eff01t that was supposed to
protect us fi·om him," Coleman said.
Area residents said Craw ford
even helped authorities pass out
leaflets on the investigation.
"I found out this man was attnd-

. -
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Making an
effort
t last week 's Student Senate meeting
members approved a resolution to
transfer unneeded, unused equipment
from the Student Recreation Center to
residence halls.
The senate is making an eff01t to provide students with more services in residence halls.
While this project will only benefit on-campus
students, it is a step towards offering more services for all students. The Residence Hall
Association will decide which halls are to receive
the equipment and the senate will approve the
decisions. It also will be left up to RHA to establish policies conceming the transfer of equipment
Rec center equipment and the senate will
approve the requests.
Rather than allowing unused
All of the equipexercise equipment to go to
state surplus, Student Senate is ment is in good and
making sure students can make safe condition, said
use of it.
Adam Weyhaupt,
Student Senate member and co-author of the resolution regarding exercise equipment in the residence halls.
As the Student Recreation Center gets new
equipment, the old equipment there is no longer
room for will be moved into the residence halls
rather than a state surplus center in Springfield.
Keeping this equipment, that was purchased
through student fees, on campus is a good idea.
The senate also raised concems over safety.
The resolution was originally tabled because of
concems sta1ted over safety. While senate members have addressed safety concems, the ultimate
responsibility lies with the students.
Students are the people living in the residence
halls, and they will be the ones benefiting the most
fi:om keeping the equipment on campus.
Howeve1~ they will only benefit if they take
responsibility. Now that the resolution has passed,
students will need to treat the equipment just like
they would treat equipment in the Student
Recreation Center. They also should remember the
same niles toward maturity that apply in the Student
Recreation Center apply in the residence halls.
If eve1yone works togethe1~ students can continue
to see more improvements in their residence halls.

A

,, _____________________

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
Bodily exercise, when compulsory, does no harm
to the body; But knowledge which is acquired
under compulsion obtains no hold on the mind.
Plato,
Greek philosopher, 428 - 348 B.C.

_________________

,,

ru

ently, the state of
ennsylvania made a
ecision .to offer ~pro
-am to nnnates m
each of its 24 prisons that will
"encourage education and offer
wholesome entertainment,"
according to a Jan. 6 atticle by
Laura Irvine
The Associated Press.
Although their intentions
Managing editor
seem to be good, the state of
Pennsylvania is offering people
who have broken the law and are
being punished for it quite a deal.
The rationale from Pennsylvania prison officials about
offering television setvices to inmates was that it will fit in
with the department's philosophy of"sobriety, education
and work," according to The Associated Press atticle.
From what I have leatned, television is a lUXUiy for many
people and something they do for leisure and fun. Although
there m·e some educational programs on television, it should
still be looked at as a privilege, not a necessity.
People who m·e in prison m·e there for a reason - to
spend time away from society for their crimes - not sit in
their cells and enjoy something that many people who are
not in prison do not have.
Offering television services to them does not seem like
something that should even be in question.
The cost to prisoners for 38 chatmels is $15.25 per
month. Inmates will receive three chatmels ofESPN spotts,
all major broadcast networks such as Discovety Channel
and CNN and minori.ty-themed progratnming, according to
The Associated Press att icle.
The Associated Press att icle also says the 14,900 inmates
in Pennsylvania get a "one-size-fits-all package similar to a
typical basic cable setup."
That's not a bad deal. In Charles ton, the cost of basic

"People who are in
prison are there
for a reason - to
spend time away
from society for
their crimes ..."

much sense.
So what I want to know is why do irunates get the privilege of having television provided to them and paying for 38
channels at a minimum cost? Is this what constitutes punishment?
I realize the penal system is an issue upon which people
m·e always going to disagree.
Many think that putting criminals in prison does not
provide any means of rehabilitation, but mther puts people
who have broken the law with people who think the same
way and in effect receive no rehabilitation.
Offering cettain privileges to inmates, like more frequent
visits, more free time out of their cells and television in a
common area seems reasonable. Giving people as big a
privilege as having their own televisions in their cells makes
those other privileges seem minuscule.
Many times when kids do something v.•rong, their pat·ents punish them by taking away television privileges.
It seems kind of ironic that adults who m·e being punished for breaking the law m·e being given just the opposite
- fi:ee reign of the television whenevet· they want.

• Laura Irvine is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
culki@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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cable is approximately $30 per
month. And residents have to
provide their ovm television.
In the residence halls, cable
access is included in tuition
fees, and, again, students have
to provide their ovm televisions.
Making students and residents provide their ovm televisions seems reasonable, but
when prisoners are getting them
while they are incarcerated, it
does not seem to make all that
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Consider own views
before judging others
Mr. Atmstrong don't have a. stroke!
I don't swing that way, but I think
most everyone would agree that
Anthony Bmviere is a vety, vety handsome tnan ... even if he is a. cracket·
(which may or may not be the case).
But you shouldn't go off half-cocked
and call handsome people ugly.
Especially when they m·en 't.
Maybe you shouldn't be so quick to
find fault in others.
I think it was you whom I overheard talking about possible ways to
personally profit fi·om the 20 pet·cent
of sub-Sahat·an Afi:icans who have
H.I.V. Perhaps that can't be counted as
"intolerance" per se, but it's cettainly
not nice.
In fact, I dat·e say that's worse than
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Your
turn
Letters to the editor

"Evetybody is stupid except me."Homer J. Simpson.

Steven Lepic
senior foreign language major

"intolet-ance," even if yow- mnts m·e a
result fi:om huffing fwnes in the chemistty lab all day (which may or may
not be the case).
Accept personal accountability for
once, Matthew! That's not to say I
don't think you m·e handsome. I think
you m·e a vety, vety handsome man.
In fact, you're handsome to such a
degree that you're probably gay yourself (which is a pw-ely subjective, totally unfounded opinion). I think you
should be fined $20,000 and suspended and/or batmed for life (which is a
purely subjective, totally unfounded
opinion). Whatevet·.
I like to end my essays with a quote.

Send le tters to th e editor vi a e- ma i l t o cumkm7@pen. ei u. edu

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
lettet·s to the editor addressing local,
state, national and intemational issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author's name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their yem· in school
and major. Faculty, admini.stt-ation and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constt·aints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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IRS: electronic filing
fastest way to file taxes
By Cindy Bulla
Staff writer

For a faster, easier and more
accmate process than the standard paper retum, tax retums can
be filed electronically this year,
said a Illinois Revenue Service
spokesperson.
Last year, more than 29 million people filed their federal tax
retums electronically, using one
of the IRS electronic filing methods, said IRS spokesperson Sue
Hales.
Electronic filing retums are
transmitted to the IRS over telephone lines and are automatically
checked for errors and missing
information.
"The erTor rate for electronic
retums is less than 1 percent,
compared to the erTor rate of
paper returns which remains
steady between 20 and 21 per-

cent," Hales said.
through a computer can be done
The three different methods of at any time of day or night,"
filing tax retums electronically Hales said.
The last method of filing tax
can be done by telephone,
through the computer or through retums is through a tax profesa tax professional, she said.
sional.
"Filing by phone takes about
"You can prepare your own
10 minutes by calling a toll free retum and pay a practitioner to
number and following very clear electronically transmit it, or pay
prompts," Hales said. " There is to have yow- retum prepared and
nothing to mail to the IRS and transmitted," Hales said.
These methods are available
once you hang up the phone, the
retum is filed."
to anyone and taxpayers are
Filing through the computer is encomaged to use them for a
a second method that can be done quicker and more simple way of
at home. Hales said this can be filing tax retums.
done using an IRS-accepted tax
"By the year of 2007, we propreparation software package, ject 80 percent of tax retums to
which will send the files to the be done electronically," Hales
IRS, and notify the user whether said.
the retum is accepted.
All tax retums and payments
"These methods are a lot easi- are to be received by the IRS by
er and quicker than doing it by April 17, which is two days later
hand. It's also a lot more conve- than the usual April 15 date
nient because filing by phone and because April 15 is a Sat:mday,

Recent warm up normal
for February weather
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff editor

What feels like a temperature warm up is really
only average Febmary weather, said Dalias Price,
local weather observer.
"We can call it a Febmary thaw," he said.
Price said although the temperature may be a little wanner, snow can still be expected, as the average snowfall for Febmary is fom inches.
"February is still a big winter month," he said.
Price said there has been one inch of snowfall so
far this month, and the rest of the month looks like
it will be average in temperatme and precipitation.

Financial help
offered for firms
CHICAGO (AP) - If
there's an e-commerce vent:me
in Effingham looking for seed
money or a biotech startup in
Belvidere that needs a financial
boost, Pat Rea wants to know
about it.
As the new executive director of the Illinois Development
Finance Authority, Rea is on a
mission to lend a hand to fledgling high-tech companies
throughout the state.
The quasi-govemmental
agency, established in 1983 to
stimulate economic development, annually sells betv.•een
$750 million and $1 billion in
bonds for projects that may create a handful - or hundreds of
jobs. IDFA has offices in
Chicago, Springfield, Peoria
and Carbondale.
Through its Illinois Venture
Investment Fund, which the
authority created in 1985, the
IDFA assists small, high-tech
companies that might not otherwise have access to capital
because they are viewed as
riskier investments.

The National Weather service shows this week
will range from highs in the 40's and even SO's, to
lows in the 20's and 30's. Today's high is estimated
at 40 degrees with a low of 21 degrees, with cloudy
skies.
Price said the Charleston area usually sees about
17 inches of snow in an average winter. He said in
January alone the area received 11 inches, up from
the average of five for the month. March usually
sees an average of three inches of snowfall .
Price said he expects more snow than the average this winter.
"We will exceed that this winter no doubt," Price
said.

Senate to hear about fundraising
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

Faculty Senate will hear a presentation from the
EIU foundation at a meeting Tuesday.
The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in Room 2504
Buzzard Hall.
Faculty Senate Chair Bonnie Irv.•in said Jon

....,...._..,.c

c

Liable and Richard Cain, EIU foundation members,
will talk to the senate about the foundation and various fund raising activities the foundation is
involved in.
!tw in said members from the foundation usually
bring a presentation to Faculty Senate once a year.
Itt other business, Irv.•in said the senate will go
back to their discussion of faculty development.
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Congress debates
crack over powder
WASHINGTON (AP) It's a dispute that has
engulfed the drug debate for
years : how best to end the disparity between mandatory
prison sentences for
possession of crack and powder cocaine.
The law requires a five-year
prison term for anyone convicted of possessing 5 grams
or more of crack. But a person
has to be found guilty of holding at least 500 grams of powder cocaine to fall under the
same mandate.
Critics contend that 100fold difference targets rninorities and the poor for jail while
allowing more upscale users of
the costlier powder cocaine to
go free. Defenders of the em-

rent thresholds say crack is
more addictive and is associated more with violent crime.
The debate grew thomier
last week: A provision the
Senate tucked into a bankruptcy bill would lower the threshold at which powder cocaine
offenders would go behind
bars.
The fate of the Senatepassed bill, as well as that of
the cocaine measme, is uncertain. The House has passed its
own version of bankruptcy legislation but has not addressed
the cocaine issue.

Defense claims
jury misconduct
BRAZIL, lttd. (AP)
Prosecutors have failed to
prove jurors in the Orville Lynn
Maj ors trial were not influenced by excessive consumption of alcohol, lawyers for the
former nmse said in court docurnents filed Friday.
The filing in Clay Circuit
Court is the latest in Majors'
bid for a new trial based on
allegations ofjmor misconduct.
Majors, 38, of Linton was
convicted in October of killing
six patients at Vermillion
County Hospital by administering them lethal injections.
Itt November, his lawyers
appealed the convictions and
the resulting 360-year sentence, based on claims jmors
drank too much alcohol dur1ng
the trial and deliberations, and
fraternized with police officers
dming social events at the local
sheriff's house. Jmor Ronda
Baldwin, who came forw ard
after the trial, also said the jury
foreman's wife was writing a
book about the case.
But after interviewing
jmors, prosecutors last week
filed a response stating there
was no evidence of jmor misconduct and that jmors decided the case solely on the evidence.
Judge Emest Yelton said
Friday he would rule as quickly as possible on Majors'
request.
Deputy Prosecutor Nina
Alexander of Vermillion
County said Friday she had not
seen the defense's latest filing,
but feels the state made a good
case in its Dec. 27 response.
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Congratulations to the ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta
for outstanding grades for fall semester 1999
4.0

Christine Leonard
Missy Smith
3.0- 3.49
3.50 - 3.99
Brooke Lata
Brooke Alexander
Natalie Jefford
Erica Antesberger
Erica Jenson
Chris Bacon
Tara Castleman
Christy Kracht
Sarah Baird
Tera Dailey
Alison Krajenta
Wendy Bauer
Joanna Elke
Adrienne Laz
Jen Berdis
Katie Evans
Brooke Marhoefer
Stephanie Brooks
Bridget Flood
Krista Conway
Suzie Peters
Erin Hanley
Becky Drew
Kayla Ramsey
Michelle Hohimer
Bri File
Liz Walther
Jill Jacobson
Hillarey Woods
Dana Jenner
Jacalyn Bolster
Jessica Kaatz
Kelly Krischel
PaulaGatz
Krisy Kurtyka
Monica McCollum
Danielle Groh
Lindsey Lavery
Bethany Harris
Celia Rohr
Jessica Danner
Jessica Hossbach
Leanne Specha
Colleen Moore
Nikki Huckstadt
Andrea Taylor
Kelli Panici

Mon: Blue Marquitas $2
LaBatts Blue $1.50
Risa Samuels
Katie Schlemme
Courtney S
Natasha Story
Kim Toennies
Wendy Winey

ues: Euchre Tourney
Cash prizes
$1.25 Domestic Drafts
ed: Honey Brown 50¢
hurs: FOOSTourney
Cash Prizes
Rail Drinks $1.50
Fri: Domestic Bottles $1.50

Sat: Corona &Dos Equis
$2.00
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Group travels to
see Rev. Jackson
African American Heritage committee
request visit to speak on campus
By Kelly Rush
Student government editor

Sara Figiel / Associate photo editor

Sharing memories
Tim Mason, associate economics professor, talks with Robert Whittenbarger, anthropology and sociology professor
Friday afternoon at the retirement reception for Jeanne Simpson, assistant vice president for academic affairs, in the 1895
room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Simpson has worked as a professor in the English department since
1975. She founded the writing center and worked as its director for nine years.

Bill would ban flavored cigarettes
State Senator wants to ban 'bidis' in Illinois
CHICAGO (AP) - State Sen. Barack Obama
wants to ban the sale of "bidis" in Illinois, the flavored
cigarettes that health officials say contain more than
three times the nicotine and carbon monoxide of regular cigarettes.
Obama, who is challenging U.S. Rep. Bobby Rush
in the 1st Congressional District, arutotmced legislation
Friday to ban the cigru·ettes statewide. The Chicago
City Cotu1cil becante the first in the counny to prohibit the sale of the filterless, Indian-made cigarettes in
December.
Now Obama wants Illinois to become the first state
to ban them. He is parmering with Sen. Kathy Parker, a
Northfield Republican who has introduced similar legislation. Obama is proposing a maximmn fine of $600
per offense.

"What we're discovering is that they are often serving as a gateway chug," said Obama, a Chicago
Democrat. "They have great appeal to yomtg people."
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
found that 40 percent of m·ban youths in Massachusetts
had smoked bidis -which come in chocolate, mrutgo
and other flavors - at least once. Several studies have
also fotmd that bidis contain five times the amom1t of
tar as regulru· cigarettes. and a Sru1 Francisco study
found that seven out of 10 bidi packages don't have the
required Surgeon General's health wruning.
Obama also said he has a human rights concem. A
1996 Human Rights Watch of New York repor1 found
that Indian bidi manufacturers employ nearly 325.000
children as underpaid "bondage slaves" to make the
cigarettes.

Members of the African
American Heritage Committee
and other students recently traveled to Bloomington representing
Eastern, to ask Rev. Jesse Jackson,
to visit Eastem and speak on campus.
The committee has not been
able to confirm Jackson's visit to
Eastem.
"We're just in negotiations
with Jackson; things continue to
be positive," said Tina Leonard.
chair of the African American
Heritage Committee. "We're
working with a busy man with a
busy schedule."
About 15 students went on the
trip Jan. 24, including Student
Body President Mike Leshoure
and Liz Halbet1, 1999 Miss Black
EIU. The students were all selected by the African American
Heritage Committee to represent
the student body.
Jackson spoke in a church
about current racial and culnual
issues. In his speech, Jackson
addressed such issues as the
recent controversy in Decatur over
the expulsion of several students
for fighting.
"There is a lot of misunderstanding on this issue. and people

q
._. e
Prop e rt i es
P
r esents

student
recreation
center

RENTAL

SMORGASBORD

need to take the time to learn the
facts," Halber1 said of Jackson's
stance on the Decatur issue. "He
is not condoning (the student's)
actions."
Jackson
defended
them
because he felt their rights as students were violated, and also
because the students were all
lumped into one group instead of
examined individually, Halbert
said.
A major reason why Jackson
first became concerned about the
Decatur issue was because the students were originally expelled
without being offered any means
of alternative education, Halbert
said.
Altemative education is any
type of schooling that would take
the student out of the mainstream
student population while allowing
them to continue their education.
The schooling does not necessarily com1t for credit, and many
schools do not have these programs, Halber1 said.
Leshome said it is important to
have Jackson speak at Eastern
because the issues he addresses
don't just concem Decatm, but
encompass concems at the state
and national level as well.
" He is a national, political figure who has been a great part of
America's history." Leshoure said.

re-shaping Eastern

Group Houses
2-5 J*'IOI1St 10 or 12 months

Monday - Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

5 :30
5 :30
10:00

noon

to
to
to
to

Midnight
10 :00pm
9:00pm
10:00pm

Two & lbree Bedroom Apartments
~0 tD $110 par mo. per apt.

One Bedroom Apartmants

... with new cardio theater

EffleieRC)' Apartment.
Privacy - Priced for one

Showing M-F, 10 to 4

Uata at 1&12 A street
34& 4488

Did you know:
Martin Luther King, Jr.

University Union
lias a Bus Service!

n . - m-...

,~~~

Service to:

U of I

No School on Friday, Feb. 11th

Matteson

2 buses on Thursday, Feb. 10th

Woodfield

1st bus leaves University Union

Old Orchard

at 3:00pm, 2nd bus leaves at

Chicago Ridg
- 5:00pm, both return to
Northbrook ~n.:.rCU"C..-. ...... w - : u.;-.. ~ ... :.-- University Union on Sunday at

Jim Wood, broker ~

l,.,_.dentt/ IIWI'III 1M ""P

I t&!'f"L

Oakbrook

8:50pm

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS EARLY, AT THE
UNIVERSITY UNIO~ CHECK CASHING OFFICE.
For more information, call Tami or Diana at 581-5122.
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CHA, HUD agree
to overhall CHA
CHICAGO (AP) U.S.
Housing Secretaty Andrew Cuomo
and Chicago Mayor Richard Daley
signed an agreement Satru·day for a
$1.5 billion overhaul of the Chicago
Housing Authority - including the
demolition of 51 CHA high-rises.
"We can no longer do this piecemeal," said Cuomo at a ceremony
attended by elected officials including Sen. Dick Dwbin, D-ill., Rep.
Bobby Rush, D-ill., CHA officials
and several CHA residents.
''You cannot put a Band-Aid on a
bullet wound."

The plan is aimed at transfomling
what Cuomo called "the icon of the
American dream truned into the
American nightmare."
The project, to be completed over
a 10-year period, will demolish some
of the most notorious public housing
buildings, including the Robert
Taylor Homes and Stateway
Gardens, along the Dan Ryan
Expressway on the city's South Side.
In all, 25,000 apartments will
either be replaced or renovated.
The plan includes provisions to
protect CHA residents.

Clinton's reverse roles,
Hillary in spotlight
WASHINGTON (AP) - After
more than 20 years alongside Bill
Clinton, Hillary Rodham Clinton is
a pro at the role of the political
spouse, deftly deferential to the
politician himself. On Sunday, the
roles reverse.
The president will be on the
side, his wife at stage center.
Daughter Chelsea will be there,
too - this time cheering her
mom's political aspirations instead
of her dad's.
With that extraordinaty tableau,
the Clintons' dramatic role swap of
candidate and suppott ive spouse
will be complete.
"It's her tum," said Mitchell
Moss, a political scientist at New
York University. "For the first time
in their man'iage ... he's the cheerleader and she's on the field."
That stark reality will be another
test of the Clintons' ah·eady
famously tested man'iage, he said.
"The Clintons have been
through a lot, but this is differ-

ent," Moss said, and will require
the limelight-loving president to
be gracious in a supporting role.
After Hillary Clinton's formal announcement of her candidacy Sunday aftemoon at the
State University of New York at
Purchase, the family plans to
attend one of approximately 500
"house parties" organized by
her
Senate
campaign.
Aftetw ard, the Clintons will go
home to their $ 1.7 million new
house in nearby Chappaqua,
N .Y.

The White House has made it
clear that the day belongs to the
first lady.
"The president is not on the
ballot," White House press secretary Joe Lockhart said.
Lockhart was blunt in
acknowledging that Clinton the
Senate candidate will do a political cost-benefit analysis before
inviting Clinton the president to
work the hustings for her.

IFC would like to congratulate
our top three chapters for
outstanding academic achievement!
1. Sigma Phi Epsilon
2. Sigma Chi
3. Sigma Nu
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I®M~~ 1®M ~&tfu®~ ~® ~t ~1~ml ~

~®~oo ®~ Q~&~m~~oo~ M~~ ij~ ~® 1®M
~~~® t® lll}~a! ~t tiD~~
Not sure? Try out our 42 bulb
stand up bed or the
Super Bed. S~rin~ Break
is coming and tt's ttme to get
started on a greatla

Adriene Weller I Staff photographer

The year of the Dragon
Hung Ye, a grad student, Yun Guam, a grad student, and Zhifang Peng a visiting business professor celebrate the Chinese
New Year by eating a traditional dinner Friday evening at the African American Cultural Center. The spring festival or
Chinese New Year is the biggest family dinner in China.

'Littlest defector' says he hopes
Cuban boy can stay in States
CHICAGO (AP) Walter
Polovchak knows quite a bit about
being tom betv.•een tv.ro countt'ies one communist, one democratic as relatives separated by miles of
ocean and political ideals battle
over his custody.
Two decades before Elian
Gonzalez was found clinging to an
inner tube off Florida's coast,
Polovchak, then 12, eamed the
nickname "littlest defector" for
refusing to retum with his parents
to Ukraine, part of the fonner
Soviet Union.
Now a successful 32-year-old
office manager with a home in
Chicago's northwest suburbs,
Polovchak has become a vet'itable
spokesman for American pattlotism. And that love of countty col-

ors his opinion about Elian's father
and his battle to return the boy
from the United States to Cuba.
"He's under tt·emendous pressure from the govemment to make
public demands for his child,"
Polovchak says of Juan Miguel
Gonzalez. "I don't think he's
speaking from his heatt , and if he
is, he's pretty selfish."
To stt·ess the point, Polovchak
mentions his own son, Alec, who
is 6 - the same age as Elian.
"Ifl would be in the same situation, I would do whatever it took
to be with my family and my son,"
he says. But if he couldn't come to
the United States, he says he
would leave his son behind, knowing a better life was in store for
him.

Delta Zeta Delta Zeta Delta Zeta Delta Zeta Delta Zeta

r::elta zeta

Polovchak will eagerly tell you
he's been "living the American
dream" since 1980, when he ran
away fi:om his family 's home in
Chicago rather than return with his
parents to Ukraine.
His decision touched off a highly publicized 5 1/2-year custody
battle that ended when Polovchak
tumed 18 and was granted U.S.
citizenship.
In the years since, he got married, changed jobs a few titnes and
tra:veled the world with his family.
They just got back from Jamaica Alec's 18th visit to another conntty, he boasts.
"I thank God evety day for the
choice and the oppmtunities and
the people who came into my life
to help me stay in this countty."
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For rent

Travel

Announcements

HELP WANTED Expanding our
staff- looking for high energy people with a superior attitude. Apply
after 2 p.m. in person at Joeys,
405 A. Lincoln for in-shop and
delivery positions.

resume. Apply at 521 7th st in
Charleston or 4555 US Highway
45 (South Lakeland
Blvd) in
Mattoon. EOE.

1 ,2,3 Bedroom houses, newly
remodeled, off campus, references and deposits required, call
345-3411.

.,...,.------------------·3/1 0
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars.
No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.

-----------,-------2/15
Hansen Apts.- unique apartments
can furnish for 2 to 4 people. Off
street parking. 2 blocks from
Buzzard. Call 345-5088.

ACT NOW! Last chance to
reserve your spot for SPRING
BREAK! Discounts for 6 or more!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. Reps. needed... Travel
free. 800-838-8203/www.leisuretours.com

most styles; prefer "guitar rock."
have a P.A., practice space, and
light show. Call Caleb @ 3480095, or stop by @ 1542 4th st.
apt. 2 Across from Phys. Science
Building.

-===================2/~1~
8

---------,-----=---__...,.·5/1
Attention! Attention! Psychology,
Sociology, Special education, and
other majors. Gain valuable experience by working with Adults and
Children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVEN ING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training is
provided.
Apply at:
CCAR
Industries,
1530
Lincoln,
Charleston, IL 61920.

--=-=----------------2/18
1 BR apt. close to campus. 204
W. Grant. Heat, water, trash
included. AC. Private Parking.
$390/mo. Available August 2000.
345-6222 or 581 -6367.

houses for the next year beginning the first of June, 2000. 1-4
Bedroom properties beginning at
$190.00 a person @ . Some
places are close, some are not.
Clean and reasonably priced. NO
PETS. 345-4494 or 232-0656.
___________00
All new 1 bedroom apartments
just being built. Available Fall.
Renting for $500/mon. for 2 people. 117W Polk St. 348-7746.

with a free body treatment.
Golden Goddess Studio on the
square (in basement of Rasor's
Edge). 348-1887.

219
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Local Girl Scout Resident Camp
seeks nurse, lifeguards & counselors to lead girls in camp activities; horseback riding, swimming,
canoeing, crafts, cook-outs, hiking. This rewarding experience
requires strong desire to work
closely with girls in the rustic outdoors. Call 812-232-0104 for
applications.

~------------~--- 219

Pizza maker wanted full or part
time. Apply in person after 4 PM
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
2/10
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benefits, no experience. For app.,
exam info, 1800-813-3585, Ext.
2434, 8 am-9pm, 7 Days, fds, inc.

2/21
WILDLIFE JOBS TO 2 1.60/HR.
INC. BENEFITS. Game Wardens,
Security, Maintenance, Park
Rangers. No exp. needed. For
app. and exam info call 1-800813-3585, ext 2435, 8am-9pm, 7
days, fds inc.
2/21
ATTENTION: COMPANY SEEKING responsible individuals to
work in a residential facility.
FT/PT positions available with
opportunity for advancement with
4, 6, and 8 hour shifts. BENEFITS
(FT) Life, Health, and Dental
Insurance, 401K retirement program, paid vacations and sick
days, plus more. No experience
necessary.
Paid Certification
Program. EARN WH ILE YOU
LEARN. STARTING SALARIES:
CNAs/Habilitation Aides ....$8/hr,
$8.05/hr
after
90
days.
Programmers .... $6.75/hr. Activity
A id es . . .. $6 . 75/hr .
Janitorial/ Housekeeping/Laundry.
...$6.40-6.80/hr. Apply at 738
18th Street Charleston, IL EOE.

.,.-------.,.----------,=-2/25

Covenant Developmental Training
Center has several openings at
both the Charleston and Mattoon
sites. Great opportunities await
working with the DO population.
Direct care (CNA's, habilitation
aides) positions available immediately. $6.50/hr for part-time, $6.75
for
full-time
positions
in
Charleston. Excellent benefits
package
for
FT
incl.
Healthllife/dentaV401 K, paid training. Great for students will work
around your class schedule.
Great experience to include on a

-,----,---=,.-....,-=-::-=--:c---·5/1
Looking for EXCEPTIONAL staff
to work in two EXCEPTIONAL
facilities in Arcola. The shifts we
have available are, weekend
11pm-7am, M-F 6am-12pm, and
part-time 3-11pm. Start at $6.50.
Must be 18 and have HS diploma
or GED. We can hold up our end
of EXCEPTIONAL, how about
you? Apply at Hope House, 106
E. 2nd South St., Arcola.
___________________.2 /10

For rent

=--=-~--------------~2/18

2 BR furnished apts. and 3 BR furnished house. Available June
15th. Security and lease required.
No pets. 348-8305

-,-----=--------=---------00
Summer/Fall New 2 bedroom 2
bath : air, washer/dryer. 3/2 bedroom Harrison. 348-5032.

----...,.-,-=---,------------2/18
1 and 2 BR furnished apts. available June 15th. Security and
lease required. No pets. 3488305.

1 and 3 bedroom furnished houses available June 1st. Security
and lease. 345-4010

-----------------------00

---------,------,---...,.-00
Apartments for rent. 2 and 3 bedroom, some units include all utilities. All apartments are furnished.
1107 and 1109 third. 345-3100.
Office hours M-F 3:00-6:00

=------=----------------2/18
Fully furnished 1 three bedroom
unit across from Buzzard Building
on 9th St. 2 two bedroom units on
Lincoln St. leasing for Yr. 20002001. Call 348-0157.

--------------,---,------3/10
House for rent in Charleston. 16
W Polk. 4 bedroom . Summer
Lease. 348-6782

=---------------=:-=-=------2/25

Furnished 4 & 5 BR apartments.
Laundry, parking, low utilities. 6
blocks North of Hardees $205 per
Br. 262-3291 .
Efficient 1, 2, 3 bedroom apts.
Heat, water and trash furnished.
Excellent condition. 345-3754.

.,.----,-::-...,.-,-----------·2 /16
Bell Red Door Apartments. 1 bedroom $350, 2 bedroom $500, 3
bedroom $690, 11 1/2 mo. lease.
NO PETS. Office 345-1266 or
345-3554

-----,---,----------=-~3n

2/29

.,.------,-....,-------2/29

Large House near Campus.
Washer/Dryer. $1 000 I month.
Available August of 2000. 10
Month Lease. 348-0712 after
5pm

~-------------------·217

Clean apartments and houses for
the next year beginning the first of
June, 2000. 1-4 Bedroom properties beginning at $190.00 a person @. Some places are close.
some not. Clean and reasonably
priced. NO PETS. 345-4494 or
232-0656

~-------------,--,--·217

Nice 1 bedroom apt for single or
double occupancy. Furnished, 10
or 12 mo. lease
$420/mo.
includes CIPS, trash, water.
Great location. Call 345-4185.
leave message.

---,~-------...,.------------·2/9

4 BR house partially furnished.
Close to Campus. 345-6533 for
details.
2/10
Apartment for rent immediately.
Very close to campus. Please call
(423)-266-6838. After 5pm to
inquire.

~-==-----.,.-------,--~·2/10

For Rent 4 Bedroom 2 bath 250 +
Deposit. Available Aug. 1st. 1210
Division. 235-0939
___________________.2 /10

McArthur Manor Apts. 2 Bdrm,
furnished. 10-12 month lease
$4 70/mo. No pets. No Parties.
345-2231.

Female Sublessor needed ASAP
at 2nd Street Apartment. 3455464.
=-------------------·2/14
Female roomate needed ASAP
for this spring semester. $215 per
month. Call 345-5402.

-------,--=----:--:--:-=------5/1
Now leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments. Close to
campus. Phone 345-6533 for
details.

=-----------------,-,--·2115
One sublessor needed for school
year 2000-2001 . Apartment to
share with 2 girls on 2nd street,
close to campus. 3 bedroom, 1
1/2
bath,
fully
furnished.
$260/mon. Please call: 3453862.
2/10

-------------,---,..-514
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000 - 2001 school
year. No pets. $265 per person
per month. 12 month lease. Call
345-3148
-...,.---------------5/4
2, 3, & 4 bedroom houses available Aug. Ex. condition, good
location, No pets. Williams Rental
345-7286.

Roommates
1 or 2 roommates needed for furnished apartment, nearly new,
across the street from Domino's.
Call 348-5290.

---,-------=-----,-....,-----=-,-00

Leasing for Fall2000 1, 2, &3 bedroom apt. Clean, good loc. ex.
condition no pets Williams
Rentals. 345-7286.

--------------,-------·2 /17
Need a roommate? Advertise in
the Daily Eastern News classifieds.
0/00

::----.,.------------00
For Rent: Clean apartments and

Classified ad form
Name: _________________________
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Tan Lines Special. 4 tans =
$10.00 Package expires 2/29.
Call 345-5666 for an appointment.
_________________.2 /8

Personals

---------------------~2/16

Join Income-Sharing Community
having and raising intelligent children. Near University of Illinois.
1-800-498-7781 . www.childrenfortheMure.org
3n3

Wanted
GLOWSTICKS: ONLY $.99! PLUS
VALENTINE'S DAY GIFTS FOR
LOVERS. GRAND BALL. 345-2617.
2/15

Announcements

Marty's and Budweiser are participating in the MDA BUY A SHAMROCK PROJECT. Shamrocks are
$1 or a gold one for $5. Put it on
the wall in Marty's to let everyone
know what a good person you are.
HELP JERRY'S KIDS!
---------------------·2 /9
Get ready for those Valentine's
Dances! 10 tans $25 Tropi-Tan
618 W Lincoln 348-8263.

~~--~~~~--·oo

KEGS AND EGGS? Plan your
beer breakfast at Marty's today.

-,-----___,-----.,...----=---- '00
Competent, experienced drummer looking to start or join 70's
thru concert rock band. Can play

Kim Hurtig of Kappa Delta- Get
ready to have a blast during Tugs.
Love, Hurley

___________________.217

Campus Clips
EARTH. Weekly meeting on Monday, Feb. 7 at 7:00p.m.
in 101 Coleman Hall. New members are always welcome.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION. General
Meeting on Monday, Feb 7 at 7:00pm in LH 119, all business majors welcome.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. General Meeting on
Monday, Feb 7 at 8:00pm in Kansas Rm, 3rd floor of the
Union.
PI OMEGA Pl. Inf01mational Meeting on Monday, Feb 7
at 5:30pm in Lwnpkin Hall21. Qualifications are: 3.0 GPA,
Complete at least 3 semesters of college work, Complete 15
semester hours in Business Ed cow·ses. All Business
Education Majors welcome!
AGENCY meeting. Mon. Feb. 7 at 5:00pm. in Buzzard
2436.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profrt, campus organizational event. No parties or fund raising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published No dips will be
taken by phone Any dip that is illegible or contains conflicting int>rmation WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Sublessor
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AVAILABLE AUGUST. 2 bedroom,
1 1/2 bath, furnished apt. 12
month lease. 1017 Woodlawn Dr.
348-7746

The Daily Eastern News
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Apts. for rent, 1, 2, and 3 bedroom, nice places, available
August. No pets. 345-7286.
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Women

Men

from Page 12

from Page 12

"Our post players got into foul
trouble early and the bench did
what we needed from them to
win," Wunder said.
Three bench players played
near 20 minutes as they came in
and spelled the statt ers. The bench
was led by the freshman post tandem of Brooke Gossett and Kayla
Bloemer.
The pair combined for 27
points and 10 rebounds while controlling the inside game for the
Panthers.
"Going into the game, we
thought one of our strengths
against Tennessee State was our
post game," Wunder said.
The Panthers scored 26 points
in the paint compared to only 10
by TSU, while also out rebounding
the Tigers 47-37.
Eastem's defense was able to
keep Tamara Washington, TSU's
leading scorer averaging 15.5
points a game, to only seven points
for the game.
Bloemer led the Panther attack,
finishing with 18 points and five

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Panther senior Angie Patzner goes up for a shot with an Eastern Kentucky
defender in her face on Jan. 27. The Panthers earned their second road victory
of the season Saturday against Tennessee State.
rebounds.
"Kayla did a great job for us as
she was very aggressive offensively," Wunder said.
"She did a great j ob of finishing

"Well, we had great energy,
and that helped us a lot on the
glass," Samuels said.
Eastem was also huge in the
lane, as it dominated with 38
points in the paint to the Tigers'
14.
"We had a lot of offensive
rebounds and putbacks," Samuels
said. "The big thing though was
that we were making the one or
1:\¥o dribble jumpers in the lane."
Tennessee State had a balanced offensive attack of their
own as four Tigers also scored in
double figures. F01ward Jamie
Robet1s led Tennessee State as he
scored 27 points, shooting 6-of-10
from three-point land.
And despite Terrick Brown
with 13, Carl Sykes with 11, and
Kwtis MmTay with 10 the the

Tigers j ust couldn't match-up with
the Panthers.
"We were just real sharp mentally," said Samuels. "And I think
that made us a step quicker, and an
inch taller."

Men's Basketball Standings
Team

Cont.

Overall

Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky

9-3
8-3
8-4
7-5
6-S
6-S
5-5
4-7
3-9
2-10

16-5
15-7
13-8
11-9
12-8
10-10
8-12
5-16
8-13
6-15

Saturday's results
Austin Peay 67, Se Missouri 64 (20T)
Eastern 98, Tennessee State 78
Tennessee Tech 91, E. Kentucky 66
Murray State 90, Tennessee-Martin 72
Middle Tennessee 69, Morehead State 67

and making plays on the inside for
us."

Angie Patzner chipped in with
10 points as Angie Russell led the
team with seven rebounds.

Classifiedadv~rJ!§.iv.g ____
Personals
Mothers is available for functions.
'Exclusive use of mothers shuttle
(door to door service) •unbelievable specials ($1 u call it) •moms
provides snacks ' juice bar •oJ
playing all of your requests. Dave
345-2171 9am-11am for details.

________ ·oo

Happy 19th Birthday, Amy Howes!
Love always, VAL, Lisa, Angie,
Amanda, Erin, Stephanie, Erin,
Kim.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Valentine's Day
Personals are
coming....
See Tuesday's
paper for more
information...

217

Make Your
Friends' birthday
a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad in

BY GA.RRY TRUDEAU

The Daily Eastern News
Advertiser _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone/Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date to run _______Accepted by_ __

Mother Goose & Grimm

HOW: Fill out the
ad below and take
it to the Student
Publications
business office
with payment.
WHEN: 3 business
days before the ad
is to be published.
Write your
message in the
blank to the left.
Mother Goose & Grimm

Limit your ad
message to 4
lines (please).

Cost: $12

OCash

OCheck#_ __

Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we will
place it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your
name/phone number on the back of the photo.

by Mike Peters
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Wrestlers suffer first two dual losses
By Kevin Mulcahy
sta1f vmter

The Eastern "vrestling team had a disappointing weekend as it dropped two matches
this weekend with wlforttmate circumstances
being a contributor.
The Panthers started off the weekend losing a disappointing
Wrest! (Fndayl
match Friday night to the
ninth-ranked University
- -- - - - ofNorthem Iowa 30-9.
Eastem was then defeated
by the University of
Wrest!. (SIIlday)
Missom·i Tigers 22-16
because of an unfortunate
- -- - - - situation early on in the
meet that became a deciding factor in the match.
After Eastern's Zach Derrico won the
opening match of the meet in a 5-3 decision
for the 197 pound bout. the Panthers were
forced to forfeit the next match for the
heavyweights because Mike Russow injured
his back before the match.
''It was a coaching thing," head coach
Ralph McCausland said. "Russow hurt his
back before the match so we had to forfeit

EIU
UNI

9
30

EIU

12
Mizzou 16

Eric Wolters I Staff photographer
Eastern senior Kelly Revells tangles up with Northern Iowa's Chad Boudreaux Friday night. The
Panthers lost to Northern Iowa and the University of Missouri this weekend.
the match. That was part of a 12-point swing
in the match."
The six points that the Panthers lost
turned out to be the deciding factor in the
match since the Panthers lost the meet by six
points.

"It's muorttmate what happened to
Russow. There are some things that you just
don' t have control of," McCausland said.
In the fourth match of the meet Panther
senior Kelly Revells took the victory defeating his opponent 14-5 for the 133 pound

match.
In the 174 pound match up the 12thranked Tiger John Kapinsky defeated junior
Louis Taylor in a close 4-3 decision.
"There were a lot of questionable calls in
that match," McCausland said. "There
should have been a couple of take downs
called. which would have been called in our
favor."
Sophomore Kyle Bracey also won the 184
pomtd match 10-5 by decision.
"It was a tough situation for the guys , but
they wl'estled well," McCausland said.
"We had an opportunity to tie it at one
point, but we gave up a lot and at a dual meet
we can't afford to do that."
The Panthers lost tl1eir first dual meet of
the season Friday, losing to ninth-ranked
University of Northem Iowa.
The Panthers were tmable to capture a
victory tmti1 the eighth match of the meet
when Kyle Bracey scored the teams first
points defeated Kyle Hansen by decision 53.
''It was pretty disappointing." McCausland
said. "They're definitely a good team. We
should have at least split with them, but we
didn't capitalize on our opporttmities."

Swimmers stay in control at Lantz Men's track team takes
Panthers dominate Saint Louis in last home meet of the season third, women finish
eleventh at Indiana
By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor

Easten1's men's and women's
swin1 teams conb:olled the waters
against Saint Louis Saturday in the
Panther's last home meet of the season, ending with a score of 143-82 on
the men's side. and 146-85 for the
women's te31ll.
"We did good and the score was
what I thought. so we were tmder
control" head coach Ray Pado\'311
said "We got in some good swinls,
and now we're just about starting to
rest"
The women saw high points tllis
weekend with solid perfonnances by
Christine Przybylski. taking first in
the 1000-yard fi:eestyle and second in
the 600-yard freestyle. Amanda Dore,
finishing first in the 100-yard free
swim, and Jessica Kaatz, wimring the
100-yard breaststroke.
"Quistine has been solid the last
few weeks, which is nice to see, and
Amanda had her best time so far in
the 100 (fi:eestyle);' Padovan said.
"Jessica is right back at where she
needed to be and swam her season
best (in the 100 breastsb-oke)."

The men also finished in high
standing 31llong the events, especially
in the pafollllance of sophomore
Kwt Johns, who held two second
place finishes in the 200-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard backstroke.
"That's what I like to see,"
Padovan said "Kurt was placed in the
200 free, which is a different event,
one that he never swin1s and he had
an exceptionally good swim, wfuch
could earn him a spot in the relay."
Also contnb.It.ing to the Panthers'
success was Kevin Holben, finishing
first in the 200-yard butterfly.
"He jumped up a notch or two and
had a Yery nice event," Padovan said.
Although the Panthers expected
the finish they had over Saint Louis,
every competition is in preparation
for tlte Mid-East Classic, which is the
swinuning conference in two weeks,
but before they head to Saint Petet-s,
Missowi, Eastem will get one more
chance to fine-ttme the team.
"MacMtumy isn't going to be a
competitive meet, so we won't be
taking everybody. We added this
meet because their program is just
getting started, so they needed some

meets," Padovan said. "If we feel
someone needs to get in a swim or
two they'll go, but we're going to
leave one-third of the team at home
for practice."
After a successful win titis weekend the Panthers will lower tlteir
quality of practice in order to give the
athletes rest and pace ti1en1selves for
the ene~:gy required for the Mid-East
Classic just ahead.
"At this stage the hard work is
done and the next two and a half
weeks will be a gradual rest and tuneup." PadoYan said "Anytime we
break records, this is when it'll be."
As for the tune-ups required
before the Mid-East Classic, Padovan
is beginning to see swinlmers that
were worried about being tired and
not having the required energy for a
good pe1f01mance now starting to
respond and ti1e team is seeing
encotu<~ging results.
"Tllis is ti1e fw1 part of the season," Padovan said. "It's a tnatter of
ttu1e-up and keeping ow· stroke correction and work on mechanics. It's
pretty good where we're at witi1 a few
exceptions of people with ilh1ess and
i.njtuy. but we're in good shape."
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repeat as OVC champions with a
little more improvement."
The men had a descent showing
in the 4x400 finishing fourth overall and Michael White finishing
with a personal best in the high

jUlllp.
The women's team had what
was an expected mediocre showing
with the list of dominant Oi\ision I
track and field teams competing.
Keisha Dtuuap finished fifth in
the 20 pound weight throw eighth
in the shot put.
Some of the other top women's
perfonnances included Marissa
Beshue finishing third in the triple
jump and Candy Phillips finishing
third in the 60-meter hurdle.
"I was pleased with some events
and I was not so pleased with other
events," head women's coach John
Craft said. "Sometimes you are
going to do well and sometimes
your are not, it's a matter of remaining persistent and working a little
harder to do better next tinle."

Great Daily Specials!

f or th e i r

ach i e v eme n t

Nicole Bentson
Jamie Bernardi
A mbe r Bowman
Emily Coffey
Sa ra Coll ins
A ll ison Crase
A m ber Driscoll
Kelley Eyre
Karisa Groth aus
M andy Jennings
Sarah Kokes
Lindsay L eMaster
Jenny McHugh
S h anna Mitchell
Katie Notter
Jodie Rowe
Dianne Smith
Mandy Vorwick
Heather White
Sa ra Easton

The Panther's men's and
women's track and field te31ll made
a descent showing this weekend at
Indiana University with the men
finishing third O\'erall and the
women finishing eleYenth place
overall.
Indiana University and Ball
State, took first and second in the
men's division while in the
women's competition Indiana took
rival Middle
first and OVC
Tennessee State finished second.
The men's team had a few good
performances with Jason Bialka
finishing first in the 3000-meter,
finishing only two seconds off of a
provisional tinle (national qualifying titne).
"My goal was to nm a fast time
and stay upon my opponent from
Indiana University as long as I possibly could;' Bialka said. "I think
we have a good chance as a tean1 to

p ro u d l y

wo m e n

Se m ester

Staff Writer

----------------------------

~~~~~~
D e lt a

By Jeffrey Price

Shelia Kan e
Katy K e nnedy
Megan N uge nt
Jen Sm ith
Tricia Fast
A s hlee Heinz
Sarah Jordan
Mich e lle L eefers
Angie Maretti
Amy McPea k
Kri stie Mue ller
Megan Parr
Sarah Skala
Nicole S mith
Kelly Walsh
Nancy Williams
Laura Fischer
Amy Hennessey
Katie Kemp
Kelly Mulvenna
Chri stine Pederson

'I

\
~
~

f
~

Mon.Specials from
. 7pmto10pm

Monday.
IIIJ(~'S 10¢ Hotwings
PUB AND GRUB
$1ll 1 / 2lb. Burger
Tuesday: 10¢ Hotwings
Wednesday: Walleye Basket $2 95
Thursday: 75¢ Tacos
*Beverage Purchase Required with all food
No carry out

Don't Forget! Every Friday & Saturday Night Live Music and the same great food !

Sunday: Grill open noon to 1Opm.
Pizza available 'til Midnight everyday
*No minors after 9pm

Open Mon - Thurs 3pm
Fri, Sat, Sun at
noon

phone 235-0123
3020 Lakeland Blvd 5 . Rt. 45 - Mattoon

NFC blows out AFC in most
offensive Pro Bowl in history
HONOLULU (AP) - Randy
Moss set records with nine catches
for 212 yards, and Mike Alstott
scored three touchdowns in the
NFC's 51-31 vict01y over the AFC
on Sunday in the highest-scoring
Pro Bowl ever.
Arizona's Aeneas Williams and
Tampa Bay's Derrick Brooks
retumed interceptions for touchdowns as the NFC dominated the
game from the start in snapping a
three-game AFC win streak.
The 82 points broke the record
of 64 set in 1980.
Moss, the 6-foot-4 Minnesota
star was selected the MVP, used his
height advantage to outleap the
AFC defensive backs, particularly

5-11 Sam Madison of Miami and 6foot James Hasty of Kansas City.
Moss' last catch was a 25-yard
TD reception fi:om Carolina's Steve
Beuerlein with 1:05 to play that
closed the scoring.
Alstott, the Tampa Bay fullback,
scored on tuns of 1, 3 and 1 yards.
He finished with 13 can'ies for 67
yards.
Brooks picked off a pass fi:om
Jacksonville quatterback Mark
Btunell and raced untouched 20
yards for a touchdovm to make it
44-24with 11:12left.
Jaguars receiver Jimmy Smith
caught three touchdown passes, and
finished with eight catches for 119
yards. His last score, a 52-yarder

from
Indianapolis'
Peyton
Manning, made it 44-31 with 6:30
to play.
Manning had tv.•o touchdovm
passes and two interceptions,
including the 62-yard retum by
Williams that gave the NFC a 7-0
lead less than three minutes into the
game.
Williams had an open field after
Colts receiver Marvin Han'ison fell
down, and he raced down the left
sideline for the score.
The next time the NFC had the
ball, St. Louis quarterback Kwt
Wamer connected with Moss for 48
yards to put the ball on the AFC 5.
Wamet~ the Super Bowl MVP, was
8-of-11 for 123 yards.

Scoreboard

EIU CALENDAR
Today
l>b E!'o91s !dledl.led

Tuesday
4:45p.m - 'Mmen'S ball<elball VSTennessee Tech ill.a1z G',m
7 p.m.- Men'S OOSI<elball \ISTennessee Tech ill.a1z G',m

NBA
EASlERN COff'ERENCE
AllarD: llMsix1
w L
r.trri
29 16
New'rtrt
27
17
l'tjadefjtia
21
25
011arm
22
26
21 25
Bostln
Newssey
17 29
Wa!tlilglm
15 33
eemat llMsix1
1ooma
ll 16
~
25
20
'l'ortO>
25
20
Mt.oa:JI<ee
26
22
Detnlt
23
23
19 28
CIMia'xl
18 27
Almla
9
35
Oi:a!P
WESTERN CCNFEREI«:E

4.0
4.0
5.0
7.0
11
11
27

~lhisioo

w

SmAnlli>
Mmesotl
l.tlh
Den\ler

ll
27
27
21

L
16
18
18
24

-

19 28
11
19 28 11.0
13 32
16
'l.rllxltM!r
PadOC IMsiJn
LA L.akels
35 11
Rx1larxl
35 11
Seallle
ll 18
6.0
SOCiamen1o
28 17
6.0
Plxlerix
26 19
80
Gotlen Slate 12 32
22
11
24
LACIWers
35
Today's Games
Gotlen Slate at 011arm, 6:ll p.m.
Pti~ at looooa, 7 p.m
Rx1larxl at MMaJ!ree, 7 p.m.
Den\ler at LA L.akels, 9:llp.m
Dalas

G!

1.0
4.0
8.0
8.0
12
15

G!

2.0
2.0
8.0
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NHL
EASTERN CCNFERENCE
Na1heast !llisioo
w l T
Toono
ll 18 6
25 19 9
Olava
18 22 14
8osloo
BUtt>
21 257
18 26 7
Mn1real
Alla1&: llMsix1
Newssey
33 15 5
26 15 10
Pti~
N.Y.R;nJers
23 23 7
l'illslxJgl
23 25 4
N.Y.Isl<nlefs
13 33 6
Soolheast lhisioo
ll 18 4
Ram
WasliDjro
25 18 8
C;rdrg
21 258
12 33 6
T;rm~Bat
11 356
Alla1a

WESTERN COfflRENCE
Cemai!MsiJn
WL T
33 14 6
Sll.ot.is
31
16 6
Delroi
Nal!Mie
20 28 6
Oli:ap
18 28 6
i'b1tMest !llisioo
Cok:r.Q)
26 20 8
18 22 13
EamrU1
cagary
23 24 6
15 27 10
~
P.K:ilicCi'.i!ial
29 18 6
Plxlerix
29 19 5
Dallas
22 27 7
Sal .Jose
LosArgeles
23 21 7
22 24 8
Atmein
1ilda{S Games
l>b gares sd1eWied
Tuesdl{s Games
~ atBosDl, 6 p.m.
EamrU1 at Mn1real, 6:ll p.m.
carom at N.Y. lstn!Bs. 6:31 p.m.
New ssey at N.Y. R<nJer$. 6:ll p.m.
Sal Jose at TaniXI Bat 6:ll p.m
Sl L.ot.is at Delltil. 6:ll p.m
BUfab at Cotx:m. 8 p.m.
Atmein at Los AAgeles. !Ul p.m.

COLLEGE
Men's Basketball
OVC Standings
Sootheast Missouri
MooayS1ate
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois

CNC Dveral
9-3 16-5
8-3 15-7
8-4 13-8
7..5 11-9

Austin Peay
6-6 12-8
l.tddle Tennessee
6-6 10-10
TE!Ilnessee-Martin
5-5 8-12
TE!Ilnessee St!te
4-7 5-16
l.t>rellead State
3-9 8-13
Easlefn Kenllrty
2-10 6-15
Today's Games
Sa!IJ'day's Restlts
Eastern 98, Tennessee State 78
l.llnay State oo. Tenn-Molrtin n
Austin Peay 67, SEMO 64 (20n
1/kHe Tenn 69, !.txellead 67
Tenn. Tech 91, E. Kel1tucty 66
Tuesday's Games
Tenn. Tech at Eastern, 7 p.m.
1/kHe TennesseeatSEMO, 7:ll p.m
Tennessee St. at 1.\Jnay, 7:30p.m.
Austln Peay at Tenn-Martin, 7:45p.m

Eastern 98,
Tennessee State 78
EIU (98) - Hill11-17 9-11 3
34; 8litton 2-7 5-6 8 10; Bergmann
4-6 2-2 3 10; OOOlefcant 4-11 2-2 3
10; Smilh 3-4 1-2 4 7; TOOI!llsoo 00 3-4 6 3: Lewis 7-9 3-4 3 17;
Rooney 1-2 0-00 2; Forrest 1-22-2
2 5. Technical fOIJs: oone. Totals:
33-58 27-33 36 98.
TSU (78) - Martin 3-7 1-2 6
7: Brrr.vn 2-7 8-8 213:Rober1s9-16
3-4 4 27; Samuel 3-12 0.{) 3 7;
Rolston 0-1 0-0 20; Blyant 1-2 0-0
0 2; l.t:Kinley 0.{) 0-0 0 o: Strong 01 1-2 1 1: Murry 1-3 0-2 8-10 0 10:
Brodlman 0-2 0-0 4 0 Sytes Hi 00 3 11. Technical fools: none. Totals:
20-57 30-36 27 78
A- 1,296

Women's Basketball
OVC Standings
(}JC Ovelall
12.{) 1H
7-4 9-11
7-5 11-10
7-5 10-10
6-6 9-12
Tenne~rtin
5-6 6-14
Sootheast Missouli 5-7 8-12
Eastern Illinois
5-7 7-13
Tennessee Slate
5-7 7-13
0-12 1-20
lot>rehead St!te
Saturoay's Resulls
Eastern 54, Tennessee State 49
Tennessee Martin62, Munay 76
SIAustil Peay 96, SE loissouri 71
1/iddleTenn. 80, 1.txehead 74
Tennessee Tech 87, E. Kenltny 54

Tennessee Tech
Munay St!te
Austin Peay
l.tid!le Tennessese
Eastern KerJtud(y

Eastern 54,
Tennessee State, 49
EU (54) - Mc:SI1ane 0-3 0-0 4
o. Palzner 3-12 2-2 6 10, Scllau12-4
1-2 6 5, Russel:l-6 0-0 7 6, Akb:fl.
Fr.~ntlin 1-5 0-0 3 2. Gossei!H 3-3
59, Scrtt 0-0 2-2 2 2. Bernal 0-5 2-3
22. Bloemer7-13 4-4 518, Tectvical
Rl<Js: Nooe. Tolals: 19-55 14-16 47
54.
TSU - Pyles 1-3 0-0 1 2,
Jadan 3-7 0-0 110. Hasse114-13 0-0
5 10, Wa!tli'lgton 3-6 1-1 4 7,
Dastiel 0-0 0-0 0 O.l..ale 0-1 0-0 0 0,
Green 1-50-003, ~0-201 50,
Stanci 1-4 0-0 0 2. Wide 1-8 0-0 3 3,
Gordor14-112-28 11, ThmlsO-O 12 0 1, BflllSOO 1-3 0-1 8 2. Tectvical
Rl<Js: nooe. Totals: 19-63 4-7 37 49.

Happy 21 st Ali ci a

"'"'......'e got a whole New Look at

EAR PROFESSIONALS

national
~arts

nbrief

Bure earns MVP in
All-Star game
TORONTO (AP) - A
frozen pond. A pair of brothers.
A shat·ed vision.
As Pavel Bw-e shivered
alongside Wayne Gretzky,
Mat'io Lemieux and Gordie
Howe, filming the memorable
scene that opened the NHL AllStar game telecast, he recalled
another frozen pond. And a
moment fi.·ozen in time.
Bw-e scored three goals, tv.•o
assisted by little brother Valet'i
as they recreated their days on
a fi.'igid, deserted Russian lake,
to lead the World's 9-4 rout of
Not1h Amet'ica in the 50th AllStar game Sunday.
Three goals, tv.•o brothers,
one special moment in a gatne
that, for a change, was something more than an unexciting
shootout.
"That's why I got MVP, he
set me up a lot," Pavel Bw·e
said, nudging a brother who
has been his teat111llate only
several times since their days
together with the Red Atmy
team.

Woods lurks behind
in Pebble Beach
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
(AP) - His hopes hanging on
a cliff, Tiger Woods made a
great escape Sunday in the
Pebble Beach National ProAm.
Now all he needs is a great
comeback to catch Matt Gogel
and Mat·k Brooks for his sixth

straight vict01y.
On another bizatre day at
Pebble Beach - a weather
delay under gorgeous sunshine
because of fog on another
cow-se - Gogel made birdies
from all the wrong places for a
5-under 67 that gave him a
shat·e of the lead at 12-under
204.
It will be the second time in
three weeks that Gogel, the
career leader in Nike Tow- victories but a rookie on the PGA
Tow-, will be in the final group.
For Brooks, it's his best
chance to win since the PGA
Championship in 1996. Brooks
had a 6-under 66 at Poppy
Hills, the easiest of the three
cow-ses.

Woodruff wins final
Davis Cup match
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP)
- The United States stayed
alive in the Davis Cup on
Sunday, with Cht'is Woodmff
winning the final match that
gave a relieved and tearful John
McEnroe a vict01y in his first
test as captain.
Woodmff, facing itmnense
pressw·e as a Davis Cup rookie,
defeated Wayne Black 6-3, 6-7
(2) 6-2, 6-4 to lead the United
States to a 3-2 victory in the
first round.
After the winning point,
Woodmff threw his racquet in
the air.
He and McEmoe ran to each
other and embraced. McEmoe
bt'iefly wept, and the other
Amet'ican players mobbed the
pair.
"I've aged like five yeat·s in
a week," McEnroe said.
A weakened Andre Agassi
- so sick he vomited on the
cowt - did his part earlier in
the day, beating the other Black
brother - Byron Black - 6-2,
6-3, 7-6 (4) to tie the best-of-5
senes.

eed money for
clothes?

'Ih:se folks just g:±
done advertising
with 1±e DAILY
EASTERN NEWS . ..

503 Buc hanan

about a New Look for you!!

call

345-4449

ks for being so understanding during
our remodeling project, stop by,
We think you ']]like the changes.
lifetime. Thanks for all t he
memories. Love, Rebecca

345-7849

All you can eat Soup &
Salad Bar $3..ti.
Chicken Salad Sandwich
w / chips $3 ..a~~.

~

Drink Specials
•Express Lunch Menu Ava ila ble
20oz_ Drafts $1 .~

just l cx:k h:::w elate:i trey
are. W:llich' t }0.1 liJre to
feel thit vay?

Se ll yo ur stuff in t h e Da ily
East e rn News a nd m a ke

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
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e In s upport of Hea r t Awa reness Wee k,
<
e Alph a Phi will be selling Ca ndy Gram s
<
e
f o r $1. 50 and .50¢ ra ffels f o r a

>
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e
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Bea nie Ba by o r dinner f or two!
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Your support is greatly appreciated!
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<

e
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. Luther King, Jr

~arun
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DlVers1ty

Unioll

00 00
0
G~ ~

Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm

Sunday 1:00pm to 5:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

Inside
Track teams see mixed results at Indiana. Page 10
Swirrvners dominate Saint Louis. Page 10
Wrestlers suffer first dual losses. Page 10
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Choice
cut
Kyle Bauer
Sports editor
email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu

• aMI[. I!1 "9·[.)1 H
I»
Seattle Mariner outfielder Ken
Griffey, Jr. says he is definitely
leaving Seattle after a death threat
was mailed to his Florida home.
Griffey demanded to be traded
to either Cincumati or Florida.
Soon after that. he received the
death threat. Now. the All-Star
outfielder says he has no desire to
stay in Seattle.
Chicago Cubs' pitcher Matt
Karchner is preparing himself for
a si.tnilar situation. If he stays
with the team. a pile of threats is
expected to be delivered to the
reliever.

«R·1d·lfUDrnt.J.f»
The NFL was celebrating
Sunday. Not only was it Pro Bowl
weekend, but it also mru·ked the
first weekend all season none of
its players were atTested.

4 W1i@ m[1Uitif»
For the second week in a row,
ABC spared no expense in its
sports broadcasting. The network
featured a trifecta of sporting
eYents Sunday.
ABC began its busy day with
coverage of the Winter X-Games
- an Olympic-style competition
full of events nobody has ever
heard of.
Next up was the NHL All-Stru·
game -an NBA style competition
full of events nobody cares about.
ABC then closed out its stellar
coverage with the Pro Bowl - a
game nobody knew was still
played.

editor
Panther freshman Craig Lewis attempts to shield the ball from Eastern Kentucky defenders in Eastern's win Jan. 27 win over the Colonels. The Panthers defeated
Tennessee State 98-78 Saturday. Lewis scored a career-high 17 points in the win over the Tigers.

Men's team uses two career
performances to rout TSU

4Wm@ ~~'l(.]l't.}lt
Dennis Rodman has finally
made his long awaited return to
the NBA. The Dallas Mavericks
have agreed to take in the troubled
forward.
Since Rodman has not had
enough time to find a place to live
in Dallas, he will shack up with
incoming owner Mark Cuban.
Cuban has also agreed to let
Rodman show up to practices and
games later than the rest of the
team.
After bouncing around from
beautiful woman to beautiful
woman, it appears as though
Rodtnru1 has finally found someone he can be happy with. I wish
the two of you the best of luck.

fi4S·J.'·IE(j
Wrestling promoter extrodanaire Vince McMahon wlVeiled
plru1s this week for his new football league.
McMahon plans to have his
league retum to the hard-nosed
football of the early days of the
sport. Salaries are expected to be
second only to the NFL.
In response. fellow promoter
Ted Tumer. tme to his role of
playing second fiddle. began
drawing up plans for a hockey
league made up of v.'Testlers.

Anthony Braviere
Staffwr~er

After one of the most disappointing losses of the season
against Austin Peay, Eastem 's
men's basketball team looked to
rebound with a win against lowly
Tennessee State
The Panthers (11-9, 7-5) came
back with a vengeance as they
smoked
the
Men's baskelball
--Tigers by 20.
winning the
Ohio Valley
Conference
game 98-78.
Eastem, which beat Tennessee
State (5-16, 4-7) eru·lier this season,
had one of its most balanced offensive efforts of the yeru·.
TI1e Pru1thers had five players
score in double figures against the
Tigers. Fmu· of those five players u1
double figmes were in the startu1g
five.
"That happened because we
were very sharp, and we executed
well on the offensive end," Eastern
head coach Rick Srunuels said.
Junior Kyle Hill led the way for
Eastem with 34 points on 11-of-1 7
shooting. Hill's total of34 was one
shy of his career-high of 35. which
came earlier this season against
Nebraska.
"Kyle (Hill) got us going at the
beginning of each half when we

EIU
TSU

98
78

needed it the most," Samuels said.
Gua.rd Craig Lewis, who has been
playu1g in recent games had a
cru·eer-high Satw·day night.
Lewis' 17 points were the huge
lift off tl1e bench the Panthers have
been looking for with all of the
injuries Eastern has had in the last
month.
"Craig is getting the opportunity to play more. and become more
comfortable." Samuels said. "And
I'm getting more comfortable
putting him on the floor. Plus he's
got a great feel for the ball.
The third career-high of the
night for tl1e Panthers came fi·om
Brendan Rooney. Rooney, a guard,
scored the first collegiate points of
his cru·eer u1 the Eastem wu1.
Other Pru1thers u1 double figmes u1cluded guard Matt Britton,
and f01wards Heruy Domercant
and Todd Bergmwn, who each
scored 10 pou1ts on the night.
Besides havutg a great offensive
effor1 against the Tigers, Eastern
also had one of its better rebounding grunes of the season. Britton
led the way for the Panthers with
eight boards. Jan Thompson had
six.. and center John Smith and
Domercant each had six.. helping
Eastern out rebounded Tennessee
State 36-27.

See MEN Page 9

Women's team earns win
behind strong second half
By Troy Hinkel
Staff wr~er
Eastem's women's basketball
team used a strong second half to
gain a cmcial road victory agamst
the Tennessee State Tigers on
Saturday.
Down by five points at half
time, the Panthers (5-7, 7-13)
outscored the
v.bnen's baskelball
Tigers (5-7. 7---13) by 10
points in the
second half to
gain a 54-49
victory.
This is the second road victory
of the season for Eastem, who
moved into a tie with Southeast
Missouri for seventh place in the
OVC standings.
TSU took a five pou1t lead u1to
the locker room at the half because
of their outside shooting. The
Tigers shot 5-of-14 fi·om behi.ttd
the three point arc, while the
Panthers did not reach the
promised land from outside the arc
as they went 0-for-6.
The second half was a different
story as the Panthers used a
retooled defense to force the Tigers
into shooting only 2-of- 14 from the
arc, while Eastem went 2-for-9.
TSU's horrid shooting from the
land of three's led to a dismal22 .6

EIU
TSU

54
49

field goal percentage for the half.
"In the second half we spread
out the zone so we could find their
shooters better," head coach Linda
Wunder said. "We made a few
adjustments and they only shot 22
percent in the half."
Because of early foul trouble to
Leall Aldrich-Franklin and Ancie
Russell. the bench had to step ~
big. and it did.
Scoring 31 of the team's 54
points. the bench played its most
i.tnportant role of the season as it
was ctucial to the victory.

See WOMEN Page 9

V\bmen's Basketball Standings
Team
Tennessee Tech
Murraystate
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee state
Maehead state

Cont.

Overall

12-{)

17-6
9-11
11-10
10-10
9-12
6-14
8-12
7-13
7-13
1-20

74
7-5
7-5
6-6
!Hi
5-7
5-7
5-7
0-12

Tuesday's results
Eastern 54, Tennessee state 49
Murray state 76, Tennessee-MCI'tin 62
Austin Peay 96, SE Missouri 71
Mdcle Temessee 00, Maehead Sllie 74
Temessee Tech 87, Eastern l<.entlx:ky 54

